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The Bone Bed
Four books in the #1 New York Times bestselling series by the author of Flesh and Blood featuring Kay Scarpetta--"an
awesome force in the field of forensic science.” (New York Times Book Review) Includes The Last Precinct, Predator, Blow
Fly, and Book of the Dead.

Scarpetta
From the author who virtually invented the forensic thriller comes this much-anticipated omnibus volume that features her
first two novels, "Postmortem" and "Body of Evidence," that introduced Virginia Chief Medical Examiner Kay Scarpetta to
the book-reading world.

The Scarpetta Factor
Kay Scarpetta and her colleague Pete Marino investigate the case of a man killed by a shotgun blast to the chest, while a
woman is trapped in an abandoned house in the South after being kidnapped by an unknown captor, and on Cape Cod,
Kay's niece Lucy Farinelli begins to suspect that she has made a terrible mistake. 1,200,000 first printing.

Quantum
The world's bestselling crime writer Patricia Cornwell presents an extraordinary novel in which Kay Scarpetta is confronted
with a case that could ruin her professionally-and personally.
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Point of Origin
In a world where magic thrives in secret city corners, a group of magicians embark on a road trip-and it's the "no-loveinterest", found family adventure you've been searching for. Sixteen-year-old Blythe is one of seven Guardians: magicians
powerful enough to cause worldwide panic with a snap of their fingers. But Blythe spends her days pouring latte art at her
family's coffee shop, so why should she care about having apocalyptic abilities? She's given a reason when magician
anarchists crash into said coffee shop and kidnap her family. Heartbroken but determined, Blythe knows she can't save
them alone. A war is brewing between two magician governments and tensions are too high. So, she packs up her family's
bright yellow Volkswagen, puts on a playlist, and embarks on a road trip across the United States to enlist the help of six
strangers whose abilities are unparalleled-the other Guardians. *The Black Veins 2020 Anniversary Edition, with cover by
Shazleen Khan

The Scarpetta Collection Volume I
Leaving Virginia in search of peace and quiet, Dr. Kay Scarpetta journeys to Florida, where a series of baffling murders
entangles her in an international conspiracy that confronts her with the most unexpected circumstance of her life. Reprint.

Patricia Cornwell FIVE SCARPETTA NOVELS
Patricia Cornwell delivers the newest engrossing thriller in her high-stakes series starring medical examiner Dr. Kay
Scarpetta. Depraved Heart: “Void of social duty and fatally bent on mischief.” —Mayes v. People, 806 III. 306 (1883) Dr. Kay
Scarpetta is working a suspicious death scene in Cambridge, Massachusetts when an emergency alert sounds on her phone.
A video link lands in her text messages and seems to be from her computer genius niece Lucy. But how can it be? It’s
clearly a surveillance film of Lucy taken almost twenty years ago. As Scarpetta watches she begins to learn frightening
secrets about her niece, whom she has loved and raised like a daughter. That film clip and then others sent soon after raise
dangerous legal implications that increasingly isolate Scarpetta and leave her confused, worried, and not knowing where to
turn. She doesn’t know whom she can tell—not her FBI husband Benton Wesley or her investigative partner Pete Marino.
Not even Lucy. In this new novel, Cornwell launches these unforgettable characters on an intensely psychological odyssey
that includes the mysterious death of a Hollywood mogul’s daughter, aircraft wreckage on the bottom of the sea in the
Bermuda Triangle, a grisly gift left in the back of a crime scene truck, and videos from the past that threaten to destroy
Scarpetta’s entire world and everyone she loves. The diabolical presence behind what unfolds seems obvious—but
strangely, not to the FBI. Certainly that’s the message they send when they raid Lucy’s estate and begin building a case
that could send her to prison for the rest of her life. In the latest novel in her bestselling series featuring chief medical
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examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta, Cornwell will captivate readers with the shocking twists, high-wire tension, and cutting-edge
forensic detail that she is famous for, proving yet again why she’s the world’s #1 bestselling crime writer.

Food to Die for
Relocating to Charleston after a particularly grueling case, Dr. Kay Scarpetta opens a private forensic pathology practice
but is quickly targeted by local politics and a covert saboteur before a series of violent deaths bring her skills into high view.
1,500,000 first printing. BOMC, Lit Guild, Doubleday, & Mystery Guild Main.

Spin
The thirteenth book in the Kay Scarpetta series, from No. 1 bestselling author Patricia Cornwell. 'America's most chilling
writer of crime fiction' The Times Since Postmortem garnered critical acclaim and a record-breaking five awards for a first
crime novel, the Scarpetta novels have often been imitated, but never bettered. Against her own judgement and the advice
of Benton Wesley and her niece, Lucy, Scarpetta agrees to return to Virginia as a consultant pathologist on a case involving
the death of a fourteen-year-old girl. Accompanied by Pete Marino she finds the once familiar territory of her morgue and
her department much changed, and the new Chief Medical Examiner treats her with disdain despite the obvious fact that he
is in desperate need of her expertise. But professional as ever, she re-examines the evidence and proves the girl was
murdered. She also finds trace evidence which matches that found on an accident victim and at the scene where one of
Lucy's operatives was attacked. It is not only a forensic puzzle, but opens up the probability that someone is after those
closest to Scarpetta. Visit the author's website at www.patriciacornwell.com

Black Notice
A #1 New York Times Bestseller. From America's bestselling crime writer, an electrifying new thriller - with a twist. A
Massachusetts district attorney planning to run for governor uses a new crime initiative as a showcase. Called At Risk, it's
motto is "Any crime, any time." She's looking for a way to employ cutting edge DNA technology, and she believes she's
found the perfect subject in an unsolved twenty-year-old murder in Tennessee. But her state investigator is not so sure, and
soon violence intervenes, and the implications are very, very bad indeed.

Hornet's Nest
The decomposed remains of a stowaway lead Dr. Kay Scarpetta on an international search to Interpol’s headquarters in
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Lyon, France—and on a mission that will pull her in two opposite directions: toward protecting her career or toward the
truth.

Port Mortuary
Patricia Cronwell supera toda expectativa: se añade el doble aliciente que supone un cambio de escenario y la descripción
de un momento de inflexión en la vida de Kay Scarpetta. Kay es víctima del juego sucio de un desconocido que pretende
arruinar su carrera. Los restos del cuerpo de un hombre hallados en un contenedor de un barco procedente de Bélgica son
sorprendentes: los rayos X revelan cicatrices profundas y en su ropa aparecen unos pelos extraños, semejantes a los de un
animal. Una serie de coincidencias con las pruebas obtenidas en Francia, en el examen de otros cuerpos, la guiará hasta el
cuartel general de la Interpol en Lyon.

Dust
Dr. Kay Scarpetta matches wits with a sadistic killer who infiltrates the FBI's top-secret artificial intelligence system and
closes in on Scarpetta herself.

All that Remains
Patricia Cronwell supera toda expectativa: se añade el doble aliciente que supone un cambio de escenario y la descripción
de un momento de inflexión en la vida de Kay Scarpetta. Kay es víctima del juego sucio de un desconocido que pretende
arruinar su carrera. Los restos del cuerpo de un hombre hallados en un contenedor de un barco procedente de Bélgica son
sorprendentes: los rayos X revelan cicatrices profundas y en su ropa aparecen unos pelos extraños, semejantes a los de un
animal. Una serie de coincidencias con las pruebas obtenidas en Francia, en el examen de otros cuerpos, la guiará hasta el
cuartel general de la Interpol en Lyon. ENGLISH DESCRIPTION The decomposed remains of a stowaway lead Dr. Kay
Scarpetta on an international search to Interpol's headquarters in Lyon, France--and on a mission that will pull her in two
opposite directions: toward protecting her career or toward the truth.

Chaos
Dr. Kay Scarpetta plunges into the murky depths of a ship graveyard to recover the very human remains of Ted Eddings, an
investigative reporter. Together with her niece Lucy and police captain Pete Marino, Scarpetta will follow the scents of
death and violence to the heart of sinister darkness. *San Francisco Chronicle
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Predator
“A knockout” (People) of a thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Cornwell featuring medical examiner
Kay Scarpetta. “Killing me won’t kill the beast” are the last words of rapist-murderer Ronnie Joe Waddell, written four days
before his execution. But they can't explain how Dr. Kay Scarpetta finds Waddell's fingerprints on another crime
scene—after she’d performed his autopsy. If this is some sort of game, Scarpetta seems to be the target. And if the next
victim is someone she knows, the punishment will be cruel and unusual

Book of the Dead
No.1 bestselling author Patricia Cornwell delivers the next enthralling thriller in her high-stakes series starring Kay
Scarpetta—a complex tale involving a serial sniper who strikes chillingly close to the forensic sleuth herself.

From Potter's Field
Kay Scarpetta finds herself pitted against a possible bioterrorist in this suspense-filled read from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Patricia Cornwell. When a woman turns up dismembered in a landfill, Scarpetta initially suspects the work
of a serial killer she’s been tracking. But her investigation turns far more dangerous when she realizes the victim’s skin is
covered in an unusual rash—and Scarpetta herself may have just been exposed to a deadly virus.

Black Notice
Ruth Bell Graham is known as the wife of evangelist Billy Graham. It was Ruth who influenced Billy, as his most trusted lifepartner. In Ruth, a Portrait, we meet this fascinating and remarkable woman. Brimming with anecdotes, this is a
breathtaking journey, with stops at many of this century's epoch-making events. The childhood years of the future Mrs. Billy
Graham were spent light-years away--in the China of the 1920s and 1930s. The daughter of medical missionaries, she and
her family were caught in a crucible of unspeakable hardship; in addition to pestilence and plague, there was the unstable
political and military turmoil surrounding the Nationalist government, the Communists, and the Japanese invaders. These
hazardous realities shaped Ruth Bell and her family, a family inured to difficulties, but buoyed up by their deep belief in
God's abiding will. Virtually raised by the Grahams, the author is a repository of Ruth Bell Graham's stories and has seen
firsthand the spirit of this courageous woman. Patricia Cornwell not only gives readers a full, rounded, and intimate portrait
of Ruth Bell Graham, but also insight into the life of the Graham family and particularly Billy Graham.
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Isle of Dogs
The clues to a series of remorseless killings go up in smoke—and only Kay Scarpetta can find them in this #1 New York
Times bestseller from Patricia Cornwell. “Sears its way into the psyche…Ablaze with Cornwell’s finest, scariest
writing.”—Atlanta Journal Constitution The devastating fire tore through the horse farm, destroying everything it touched.
Picking through the wreckage, Dr. Kay Scarpetta uncovers human remains—the work of an audacious and wily killer who
uses fire to mask his brutal murders. And when Scarpetta learns that her old nemesis, Carrie Grethen, has escaped from a
hospital for the criminally insane and is somehow involved, the investigation becomes personal. Tragedy strikes close to
home. And Scarpetta must match Grethen’s every move with one of her own to douse the inferno of evil that threatens
everyone around her… Includes an Introduction by the Author From the Paperback edition.

Cause of Death
"On the eve of a top-secret space mission, Captain Calli Chase--a NASA pilot, quantum physicist, and cybercrime
investigator-- detects a problem in the tunnels below a NASA research center. She discovers dried blood, a missing security
badge, a suspicious suicide. This series of disturbing clues point to Calli's twin sister Carme, who's been missing for days.
Desperate to avoid disaster and clear her sister's name, Captain Chase races to find answers to her twin's erratic conduct.
But time is running out, and she realizes that failure means catastrophe--for both the space program but for the safety of
the entire nation"--Back cover.

Depraved Heart
“When it comes to the forensic sciences, nobody can touch Cornwell," says The New York Times Book Review. From the
author of The Bone Bed and Flesh and Blood, his set offers five novels in the #1 New York Times bestselling series featuring
Kay Scarpetta: Cause of Death; Unnatural Exposure; Point of Origin; Black Notice; and Trace.

Cruel and Unusual
The eleventh book in the Kay Scarpetta series, from No. 1 bestselling author Patricia Cornwell. 'America's most chilling
writer of crime fiction' The Times Physically and psychologically bruised by her encounter with the killer Chandonne, Dr Kay
Scarpetta has to leave her home in the hands of the police team investigating the attack. She finds shelter with an old
friend, Anna Zenner, but it is not the haven of security she needs when she discovers that Anna has been sub-poenaed to
appear before a Grand Jury which is investigating Scarpetta for murder. Kay knows she is being framed and she also knows
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she can trust no-one. Meanwhile it appears that Chandonne killed a woman in New York before his murderous spree in
Virginia, but when Scarpetta looks more closely into that case with the NY prosectuor Jaime Berger, proof of his guilt is far
from certain - in fact she begins to believe that he may not be the perpetrator of any of the crimes he is accused of. As she
follows the forensic trail to the real killer she gradually realises that someone has been spinning a web for years with the
aim of entrapping her. Who is it, and why are they so desperate to be rid of her? Visit the author's own website on
www.patricia-cornwell.com

Identidad Desconocida / Black Notice
When a fifth couple falls prey to a serial killer with a penchant for stalking and murdering young lovers parked in their cars,
Chief Medical Examiner Kay Scarpetta attempts to examine the evidence in the face of mounting political pressure. Reprint.

Four Scarpetta Novels
They are dying, one by one: wealthy middle-aged women in an exclusive Connecticut suburb. Their murderer remains at
large. Nora Chancel, wife of publishing scion Davey Chancel, fears she may be next. After all, her past has branded her a
victim. . . . Then Davey tells Nora a surreal story about the Hellfire Club, where, years before, he met an obsessed fan of
Chancel House’s most successful book, Night Journey—a book that has a strange history of its own. . . . Suddenly terror
engulfs Nora: She must defend herself against fantastic accusations even as a madman lies in wait. And when he springs,
Nora will embark on a night journey that will put her fears to rest forever, dead or alive. . . .

Postmortem
Following the post-mortem of a stowaway which reveals neither cause of death nor identity, Dr Kay Scarpetta travels to
Paris in search of information. In Paris she is given a secret mission - a mission which could ruin her career.

At Risk
In this provocative thriller, forensic expert Kay Scarpetta is surrounded by familiar faces, yet traveling down the unfamiliar
road of fame. It is the week before Christmas. A tanking economy has prompted Dr. Kay Scarpetta—despite her busy
schedule and her continuing work as the senior forensic analyst for CNN—to offer her services pro bono to New York City’s
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner. In no time at all, her increased visibility seems to precipitate a string of unexpected
and unsettling events, culminating in an ominous package—possibly a bomb—showing up at the front desk of the
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apartment building where she and her husband, Benton, live. Soon the apparent threat on Scarpetta’s life finds her
embroiled in a surreal plot that includes a famous actor accused of an unthinkable sex crime and the disappearance of a
beautiful millionaire with whom her niece, Lucy, seems to have shared a secret past. Scarpetta’s CNN producer wants her to
launch a TV show called The Scarpetta Factor. Given the bizarre events already in play, she fears that her growing fame will
generate the illusion that she has a “special factor,” a mythical ability to solve all her cases. She wonders if she will end up
like other TV personalities: her own stereotype.

The Body Farm
Collects recipes inspired by scenes from mystery novels involving Kay Scarpetta, including grilled marinated rib-eye steaks
from "Postmortem," pollo al limone from "Potter's Field," and peanut butter-chocolate pie from "The Last Precinct."

Flesh and Blood
"Based on the USA Network television series created by Matt Nix."

The Last Precinct
Captain Calli Chase races against time to thwart a plot that leaves the fate of humanity hanging in the balance in this new
thriller from international bestselling author Patricia Cornwell. In the aftermath of a NASA rocket launch gone terribly wrong,
Captain Calli Chase comes face-to-face with her missing twin sister--as well as the startling truth of who they really are.
Now, a top secret program put in motion years ago has spun out of control, and only Calli can redirect its course. Aided by
cutting-edge technologies, the NASA investigator and scientist turned Space Force pilot sets out on a frantic search for the
missing link between the sabotaged rocket launch and her predetermined destinya search that someone else seems very
interested in stopping. From NASA to the Chase family farm, to the White House to distant orbits of space, Calli plays a highstakes game of hide-and-seek with a cunning and ruthless adversary. One wrong move will unleash cataclysmic
consequences reaching far beyond the boundaries of Earth. This heart-pounding Captain Chase thriller from Patricia
Cornwell will leave readers desperate for more.

Ruth, A Portrait
Receiving a grisly communication in the wake of an eminent Canadian paleontologist's disappearance, Kay Scarpetta
investigates the discovery of a body in Boston Harbor and clues about other unsolved cases, a situation that makes
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Scarpetta wonder who she can trust.

The Black Veins (Anniversary Edition)
Dr. Kay Scarpetta is starting over with a unique private forensic pathology practice in Charleston, South Carolina. But in this
thrilling #1 New York Times bestseller, her fresh start ushers in a string of murders more baffling—and terrifying—than any
that have come before The Book of the Dead is the morgue log, the ledger in which all cases are entered by hand. For Kay
Scarpetta, however, it is about to acquire a new meaning. A sixteen-year-old tennis star, fresh from a tournament win
Charleston, is found nude and mutilated near Piazza Navona in Rome. The body of an abused young boy is dumped in a
desolate marsh. A woman is ritualistically murdered in her multimillion-dollar beach home. Meanwhile, in New England,
problems with a prominent patient at a Harvard-affiliated psychiatric hospital begin to hint at interconnections among the
deaths that are as hard to imagine as they are horrible. Scarpetta has dealt with many brutal and unusual crimes before,
but never has she seen a string of death like what she's facing now. Before she is through, that book of the dead will
contain many names—and the pen may be poised to write her own

Unnatural Exposure
The gritty, heroic life of big-city police is seen through the eyes of three leading crimefighters from Charlotte, North Carolina

Blow Fly
Returning to Cambridge after witnessing one of the worst mass killings in U.S. history, an exhausted Scarpetta investigates
the murder of a young graduate student who is subsequently linked to bizarre homicides in Washington, D.C., where
Scarpetta's FBI agent husband is tracking down a serial killer. Reprint.

Trace
#1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Cornwell’s suspense fiction classic, featuring gutsy medical examiner Kay
Scarpetta. A reclusive author, Beryl Madison finds no safe haven from months of menacing phone calls—or the tormented
feeling that her every move is being watched. When the writer is found slain in her own home, Kay Scarpetta pieces
together the intricate forensic evidence—while unwittingly edging closer to a killer waiting in the shadows.

The Fix
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#1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Cornwell returns with the remarkable twenty-fourth thriller in her popular
high-stakes series starring medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta. In the quiet of twilight, on an early autumn day, twenty-sixyear-old Elisa Vandersteel is killed while riding her bicycle along the Charles River. It appears she was struck by
lightning—except the weather is perfectly clear with not a cloud in sight. Dr. Kay Scarpetta, the Cambridge Forensic
Center’s director and chief, decides at the scene that this is no accidental Act of God. Her investigation becomes
complicated when she begins receiving a flurry of bizarre poems from an anonymous cyberbully who calls himself Tailend
Charlie. Though subsequent lab results support Scarpetta’s conclusions, the threatening messages don’t stop. When the
tenth poem arrives exactly twenty-four hours after Elisa’s death, Scarpetta begins to suspect the harasser is involved, and
sounds the alarm to her investigative partner Pete Marino and her husband, FBI analyst Benton Wesley. She also enlists the
help of her niece, Lucy. But to Scarpetta’s surprise, tracking the slippery Tailend Charlie is nearly impossible, even for
someone as brilliant as her niece. Also, Lucy can’t explain how this anonymous nemesis could have access to private
information. To make matters worse, a venomous media is whipping the public into a frenzy, questioning the seasoned
forensics chief’s judgment and "a quack cause of death on a par with spontaneous combustion."

Book of the Dead
Kay Scarpetta accepts an assignment in New York City, where she learns the story of Oscar Bane, an injured psychiatric
patient who claims he was attacked by a stalker who was killing someone else at the time.

The Hellfire Club
Under cover of night in Richmond, Virginia, a human monster strikes, leaving a gruesome trail of stranglings that has
paralyzed the city. Medical examiner Kay Scarpetta suspects the worst: a deliberate campaign by a brilliant serial killer
whose signature offers precious few clues. With an unerring eye, she calls on the latest advances in forensic research to
unmask the madman. But this investigation will test Kay like no other, because it's being sabotaged from within and
someone wants her dead.

Body of Evidence
Angered over the governor's order on speed traps, the eccentric inhabitants of the Isle of Tangier, off the coast of Virginia,
declare war on their own state, and it is up to Judy Hammer, the new superintendent of the state police, to stop the crisis.

Identidad desconocida (Doctora Kay Scarpetta 10)
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Dr. Kay Scarpetta travels to North Carolina to investigate the murder of an eleven-year-old girl, but the evidence does not
add up, and she must conduct a gruesome experiment at a remote research facility to find the answers, in a a new edition
of the classic thriller, complete with a new introduction by the author. Reissue.
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